Although it is well known that significant sequence similarity between proteins is reflected at the structural level, it is commonly assumed that any misaligned regions, as judged by the correct structure based alignment, are those where the local sequence identity is lower than the global. Recent studies have shown that this is not always the case and there can exist short stretches of high local identity which is not reflected in the structure based alignment. An analysis is presented of 290 pairs of homologous proteins with a view to quantifying the occurrence of these misleading local sequence alignments (MLSAs). It is found that such MLSAs are likely if the global sequence identity is less than 40% and can occur even when it is greater than 60%. The results have implications for automated homology modelling and also for the inference of function made by comparison.
Introduction
Errors in the alignment of nucleic acid or protein sequences invalidate inferences of structure and function made by comparison. For proteins, the accuracy of sequence alignments can be checked against 'true' alignments derived by comparison of the three-dimensional structures, and studies have shown that protein sequence alignment methods often fail to align sequences accurately (e.g. Barton and Sternberg, 1987) . However, it is widely assumed that for sequences with a significant degree of similarity for example as defined by the cut-off of Sander and Schneider (1991) there will be segments of accurately aligned regions containing mostly identical residues.
Accurate protein sequence alignments are crucial in comparative model building studies where unknown protein structures are predicted from experimentally determined structures of homologues. It is generally considered that comparative modelling can be applied successfully if the sequence to be modelled (the target) has 40% identity or better to a sequence of known structure (the template) although there will be some regions usually loops that will have significant errors (see for example Mossimann et al., 1995) .
Recently a blind trial of modelling was held at the second Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction, CASP2 [http:// PredictionCenter.llnl.gov], where predictions were submitted by several groups just prior to the experimental structure being reported. A surprising finding were instances where regions having high local sequence identity, which many modellers considered confidently aligned, were found to disagree with the correct structure-based alignment. Within these local regions, the correct and unambiguous structure-based alignment had fewer identities than the optimal alignment from sequence comparison. The frequency of such misleading local sequence alignments (MLSAs) has not previously been evaluated. Here we present the results of a search for MLSAs within 290 structurally aligned pairs of homologous proteins (Russell et al., 1997) derived from the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) , and discuss implications for protein sequence alignment, modelling and evolution.
Materials and methods

Database of aligned protein pairs
A database of 290 structurally aligned protein pairs derived previously (Russell et al., 1997) was used for the analysis. These alignments can be found on the WWW at URL http:// www.icnet.uk/bmm/AH. Structural alignments were generated by the STAMP program (Russell and Barton, 1992) and structurally equivalent regions defined as stretches of three or more residues having a residue equivalence probability (Rossmann and Argos, 1976) of Pij ജ 0.3. This threshold has been found to give good agreement with manual assignments of residue equivalence (Russell and Barton, 1992) and the performance of the STAMP program is similar to other structural alignment methods. Aligned residues outside these structurally equivalent regions were ignored.
Definition of misleading local sequence alignments
MLSAs were defined as regions where structure similarity was clear (by the criteria described above) and where the optimal sequence similarity was substantially higher than that seen in the structure alignment. A window of k residues was moved through every stretch of structurally equivalent residues positions. The percentage sequence identity for the region, as found by structure comparison, S str , was compared with the identity for an optimal local sequence alignment S seq . These local optimal sequence alignments were found by dynamic programming with a BLOSUM62 matrix and fairly stringent gap opening/extension penalties of 8/2 (these values are typical of those used for protein sequence alignments). MLSA positions were defined as those where: S seq ജ m and (S seq -S str ) ജ t. In other words, for an error position to occur the optimal alignment had to have m or more identities out of k, and the structural alignment had to have at least t fewer residue identities. Values of k ϭ 9, m ϭ 4, t ϭ 3 where chosen to concentrate on examples typical of those found during CASP2.
Local sequence identities were calculated in two ways. In the first (Table I) , only exact matches of amino acids were considered. A second calculation (Table II) was based on a reduced alphabet with 10 classes: {DE}, {NQ}, {RHK}, {ST}, {ILV}, {FWY}, {AG}, {P}, {C}, {M} as described by Smith 
'%ID range' gives the sequence identity range into which the pair of proteins falls, the number following this in parentheses is the total number of protein pairs in the range. Protein 1 and 2 gives the Brookhaven protein databank (PDB) code postfixed when necessary with the chain identifier, and a number indicating the domain. '%ID' gives the pairwise global % sequence identity for the two proteins. 'MLSAs' gives the number of regions in the alignment containing at least one error position. 'Npos.' gives the number of positions where S seq Ͼ t (i.e. where an error is possible). 'Prob.' gives an estimate of the probability of observing an error position for a position within an alignment with a sequence identity in the range. and Smith, (1990) . For this calculation matches were defined when two equivalenced residues belonged to the same class. Such residues would normally be equivalenced in a homology modelling study. Fig. 1 . An MLSA detected using the identity scoring scheme (matches increase from 2 in the structure-structure alignment to 5 for the sequence alignment) but not with the reduced alphabet scoring scheme (matches increase from 4 to 6, not satisfying the criteria S seq -S str Ͼ t, for t ϭ 3). Identical matches are indicated by | and matches in the same reduced alphabet by: the pair of sequences is 1bmda.1_1cero.1 with 16% Global ID. The DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983 ) structure annotation is also given.
For each pair of proteins a sequence identity was calculated by the AMPS alignment program (Barton, 1990) . Specifically, the number of residue identities in the sequence based alignment was divided by the shortest sequence length. This value corresponds to the alignment that one might expect to have in the absence of structural data for one of the proteins. For each of several ranges of global sequence identity, the probability of an MLSA was defined as the total number of error positions divided by the number of positions where S seq ജ m. Tables I and II show those pairs of proteins containing at least one MLSA using identity scoring for the usual 20 letter amino acid alphabet and for a reduced 10-letter amino acid alphabet. Note that MLSAs in Table I do not form an exact subset of those in Table II (refer to Figure 1 legend) . The MLSAs found will depend to some extent on the choice of parameters (k, m and t, see Materials and methods) particularly for when the global sequence identity is under 30%. However, the most striking examples are not critically affected parameter choice (results not shown). Note that proteins are described by their Brookhaven protein databank (PDB) code postfixed when necessary with the chain identifier, and a number indicating the domain.
Results
Our results indicate that MLSAs do occur within protein structures, and they can be used to make estimates as to the likelihood of observing MLSAs during a typical protein sequence alignment exercise. These probabilities are shown in Tables I and II and indicate the general trend in MLSAs for a range of global percentage sequence identity.
As would be expected, MLSAs are most frequent when sequence identities are less than 30%. This is an important observation as it suggests that errors in alignment for these remote homologs are not restricted to regions where sequence identity is lowest. MLSAs tend to decrease in frequency as the average global sequence identity increases, although some are observed with sequence identities as high as 69%. Figure 1 shows an MLSA in an alignment of two dehydrogenase sequences from different species (1bmd region a: 0-154, malate dehydrogenase, Hermus flavus, resolution 1.9 Å and 1cer region o:1-148, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, Thermus aquaticus, resolution 2.5 Å). The global sequence identity is low (16%) but within the MLSA there are five out of nine identities (55%). The correct structural Fig. 2 . Structures (Top) and structure based alignment (Bottom) of regions of two cytochrome b5 reductases from different species (pig PDB code 1NDH residues 77-90; Escherichia coli, 2CND 76-89) with a global sequence identity of 49%. The similarity involves a region around a β-strand where the optimal alignment is shifted by one residue from the structure based alignment. Identical, or highly similar amino acids are placed on opposite sides of the β-strand. In the structures, identical residues are coloured yellow, and non-identical residues are in grey. The lines between residues in the structure-based sequence alignment (bottom) connect identical residues and indicate how a sequence alignment method would align the sequences in this region. alignment for this segment has only two out of nine identities (22%).
Figure 2 (refer to figure legend) shows an example of an MLSA from a pair of clearly homologous proteins, namely cytochrome b5 reductases from pig and E.coli (41% sequence identity) and from refined high resolution crystal structures (2.1 and 2.5 Å respectively). In the regions shown, the crystallographic temperature factors are low, indicating confidence as to the match of coordinate to electron density data, and the alignment of structures is unambiguous, as measured by a structure comparison algorithm (Russell and Barton, 1992) and checked by inspection. Figure 3 shows another example of an MLSA for clearly homologous superoxide dismutase proteins with 52% global sequence identity (3sdp region a:84-190, Fe superoxide dismutase, pseudomonas ovalis, resolution 2.1 Å and 1abm region a:84-198, Mn superoxide dismutase, human, resolution 2.2 Å). The MLSA is essentially in a loop region connecting the final strand to the following helix at the C-terminus of the chain. The DSSP algorithm (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) defines four 629 Fig. 3 . An MLSA in the pair of sequences, 3sdpa.2_1abma.2 which have 52% global sequence identity. S seq ϭ 4; S str ϭ 0. The DSSP secondary structure annotation is also shown.
residues in this region to be helix (166-169) in 1abm and the DSSP annotation is shown in Figure 3 .
Discussion
We have demonstrated that misleading local sequence alignments can occur in sequence alignments typical of those used during homology modelling, or general protein sequence analysis.
A general explanation for these occurrences is difficult. One possibility is that over time, mutations force drastic changes in protein structures to maintain structural and functional viability as these requirements evolve. Amino acids in local regions of structure may be forced into non-optimal environments in order that the rest of the structure remains folded. Accommodation of such drastic changes may allow for new functions to evolve quickly. Another possible explanation for our findings is that the structures used here are in error, though an analysis of resolution, refinement details and temperature factors suggests that this is not so for most of the examples found. However this remains a possibility for some of the cases observed.
Recent papers have suggested that there may be other optimal structural alignments which correspond more closely to the sequence alignment (Zu-Kang and Sippl, 1996) . Although we cannot rule out subjectivity in structure alignment completely, we attempted to avoid this problem by restricting our analysis to those regions where the alignment method was most confident. Regions where unambiguous alignment of structures was difficult were ignored. For the example shown in Figure 2 , in the region of the MLSA, a structural alignment performed with VAST (Gibrat et al., 1996) is in agreement with the STAMP alignment (Bryant SH, personal communication).
The placement of gaps must also be considered. The example in Figure 1 shows how the sequence alignment algorithm places a gap in the middle of what corresponds to a helical segment in an attempt to achieve good equivalancing of the residues in the C-terminus. The use of secondary structure dependent gap penalties might eliminate this possibility although this would depend on the form of the gap function. Careful manual alignment might have avoided the MLSA. A more difficult MLSA to resolve is shown in Figure 3 . This is a region with no regular secondary structure and would almost certainly be modelled incorrectly.
The limited number of observations suggests that our probabilities should be treated as estimates. However the results can be used to suggest a value for the number of errors one would expect for a particular sequence range. For example, an alignment of two proteins of about 400 residues, where the sequence is 30%, and where 200 positions can have a high local sequence identity would be predicted to contain two MLSA positions. When sequence identities are Ͻ40% one should be wary that MLSAs are highly likely within alignments of typical length and that they are possible even for sequence identities above 60%.
The results have important implications for comparative modelling, in particular using fully automated methods, which is becoming more widely applicable as genome studies gain momentum. Modellers must try to avoid being misled by local regions of good sequence identity between the unknown and parent. An iterative approach to model building may overcome some of these errors. A protocol involving model evaluation carried out using energy profiles (Sippl, 1993) following by manual editing around local regions with a bad profile and then further automated modelling has been shown to be useful in overcoming some alignment errors (Sanchez and Sali, 1997) . More generally, for any sequence analysis the results suggest that alignments may be in error even when they appear accurate. Clearly we must be wary of the complexity of protein evolution and the possibility of being misled by local sequence identity into erroneous conclusions.
